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site other useful business software empower dev, it ops, and business teams to collaborate at high
velocity. respond to changes and deliver great customer and employee service experiences fast.
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unique needs. this is the free version. an operation may require several software programs.
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continue to put more effort into our solutions to improve the customer experience.
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Also, the AT command set is very different than a terminal. You need a AVR microcontroller or the
additional PC, serial terminal program to emulate one. The AT command set can be used to

automate a terminal connection over serial (called dumb terminal emulation or typing), to send data
to the terminal from your program. Basic bash shell scripts can be used to automate keyboard and
printer presses, routing traffic from one program to the other etc. Basic tools to do those jobs are in
the unix/linux software archives, a beginners primer on bash programming. 2) If you have a serial

terminal emulator program, it is very important to use this. MSR206 has a firmware that can run in-
circuit debugging that can help you figure out whether or not the encoder is working correctly. If you

don't use the serial terminal emulator program to test it, you can end up with a failure to get it
working (just disconnecting from the RPI and connecting to it again gives you a failed status code).
3) If you are connecting to the MSR206 over USB, it is very important to connect it directly over a

USB cable and the RPI USB port. This is because the bootloader has a very old and disfunctional USB
driver that will cause the bootloader and OS to freeze up if you connect it over the ethernet port.
Connecting over the USB port and direct to the MSR206, allows you to write the firmware and test

the encoder. 4) On the MSR206 the PWMs are removed to reduce the current draw from the RPi - this
reduces the current draw from the RPi, which can corrupt the internal EEPROM. You need to flash the

firmware over the serial line. 5ec8ef588b
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